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Matroids G and Hare constructed on the same set S from incidence schemes 
associated with the pseudo-rhombicuboctahedron and rhombicuboctahedron 
respectively showing that the Ulam edge reconstruction problem for graphs 
can not be generalized to arbitrary combinatorial geometries. In particular, 
for all points p and p’ in S, the subgeometries G - p, G - p’, and H - p are 
isomorphic; however G and H are not isomorphic. In fact, H has a transitive 
automorphism group while G does not. 
1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
A combinatorial geometry (for our purposes) is a finite set S of points 
and a collection W of noncomparable, nonempty subsets of S termed 
circuits which obey the circuit elimination axiom: If C, and Cz are two 
distinct circuits, and if p E C, n C, , then (C, v C,) - (p} contains some 
(other) circuit. (Occasionally, circuits are also required to contain at 
least three points but this restriction will not be important in what follows 
and is met in the geometries of Section 2.) 
Two geometries G and H are isomorphic denoted G N H if there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between their respective point sets which 
preserves circuits. Examples of geometries include finite graphs in which S 
is the set of edges, and a circuit is the usual graph-theoretic concept of 
a circuit or polygon [3]. Other examples of geometries are finite sets of 
points in affine space, in which circuits are minimal sets of (affinely) 
dependent points (three points on a line, four points generally placed on 
a plane, etc.). 
The circuit elimination axiom is satisfied in the special case when the 
circuits consist of a collection V v V’ of noncomparable subsets such that 
if C, and C, are distinct subsets in V, then ) C, ] < k, / C, 1 < k and 
] C, u C, 1 > k + 2; while 9” consists of all subsets of k + 1 points 
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which do not contain a curcuit (subset) in V. The circuits of a set of points 
in an aftme plane with at most three points on a line satisfy this special 
condition (with k = 3). We will call any geometry which satisfies the 
above special case of the circuit elimination axiom, a circuit-simple 
geometry. Although circuit-simple geometries are rather trivial in their 
circuit structure, they should be easy to enumerate, and may well 
predominate among all geometries on n points. 
The circuits of a geometry may be constructed from its kses (those 
maximal subsets of S which contain no circuit). If G is a geometry on the 
set S we may construct its Whitney dual G* on S whose bases are the set 
complements of bases of G. Thus (6%)” = G. Cimuits of 6” are those 
minimal nonempty subsets C* of S such that / C n C” j # I for all 
4: E 97 [3,4]. Ifp is a point of G, two special geometries may be formed on 
the set S - (p>: G - p is the geometry whose circuits are the circuits of G 
which. do not contain p; and G/p is the geometry whose circuits are all 
subsets C such that C u {p} is a circuit of G and all subsets C’ such that 
C’ is a circuit of G, p 6 c’ and C’ contains no subset C” such that c” u (p> 
is a circuit of 6. Then G*/p = (G - p>* [3]. A geometry is termed 
homogmeous if G/p ‘v G/y’ for ali p, p’ ES [3]. If G is a graph, G - p 
corresponds to the graph formed from deleting the edge p while if G is 
oints in affine space, G/p corresponds to the affine subset formed 
Lion of S - (p] from the point p onto a hyperplane placed in 
general position to S 131. 6 - p and G/p are both circuit-simple geometries 
if G is. 
A generalization of the Ulam vertex reconstruction problem for graphs 
is discussed in [2] and is shown to be false in general for arbitrary corn- 
binatorial geometries. The generalization of the edge reconstruction 
problem is also discussed: If G and Hare geometries, both on the set S, an 
if G - p E N - p for all p E S, then is G necessarily isomorphic to H? 
In the next section, we will present a counterexample to this question and 
which also shows that a homogeneous geometry need not have a transitive 
automorphism group (an informal question of Neil W%ite posed in a 
private communication). This counterexample should be compared with 
two other results: Lovdsz shows in [5] that if G is graphic and if 
/ S j > +(“,), then G is reconstructible; where, in our case, n is one more 
than the “rank)’ of G or k + 1 (so that in our co~~tere~am~~e, j S j = 24 
and n = 5). Further, we show in [2] that G -p cli H -p (p ES> 
guarantees that G and H have identical Tutte polynomials. 
Our method will be to form circuit-simple geometries based on the 
r~ombic~bo~tahedron and pseudo-rhombicuboetahedron [I ]. 
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2. THE COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Let G* be the circuit-simple geometry in which k = 4, 5’ is the set of 
(24) vertices, and W consists of the vertices of the (18) quadrilateral 
regions of the planar graph in Fig. 1. (G* can be visualized in real affine 
FIGURE 1. 
three-space as the pseudo-rhombicuboctahedron with sufficient distortion 
to destroy all nontrivial (greater than three-point) internal planes.) Then 
for all p E S, G*/p is isomorphic to 23 points in the plane with two three- 
point lines both connected to different points of a third three-point line, 
and all other lines containing two points. For example, the nontrivial 
lines of G*/al are pictured in Fig. 2. 
Thus G* is homogeneous but no automorphism can take a, to b, since b, 
is on the cyclic chain of four-point circuits {b, , cl , b, , cz), {b, , c2 , b2’, c~‘}, 
hc’, cz’, bz’, ~37, @3’, G’, b, 2 4, @, , ~3 , b, , 4, @, , ~4 , b4’, ~4’1, 
a3 “4 
FIGURE 2. 
@a’, cd’, b’> ~17, @ I’, cl’, b, , cl> (where consecutive circuits have exactly 
two points in common); and a, is on no such cycle. 
Let H* be similarly constructed (on the same set S) from the 
(Archimedean) rhombicuboctahedron in which the four edges C&C,, 
$c~‘~ &cd, and d4clr in Fig. 1 are replaced by new edges dlc<, d2c, ) 
d3c3’, and d,e, . Then, as above, $17” is homogeneous and F/p z G*ja 
for all p ES. But it is routine to check that W” has a transitive auto- 
morphism group so that G % W while G - p N H - p for all y E S. 
Thus the generalized edge reconstruction problem is decided in the 
negative for geometries G and 1% 
Richard Sanely has noted that this idea of putting circuit-simple 
structures on combinatorial manifolds leads to many other interesting 
examples of (duals of) nonreconstructible geometries. For instance, 
in Fig. 3 let the “quadrangulated” cylinder 9 and Mobius strip 
P?l 
231 
FIGURE 3. 
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J’ correspond to nonisomorphic circuit-simple geometries where 
S = {pij 1 1 < i, j < 3}, k = 4, and the circuits in v’ are the six quadri- 
lateral regions. Then, JJpij N Jr/p,, for all pij E S. 
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